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Abstract

A quasi-evolutionary model of socio-technical transitions is described in which regimes face selection pressures continuously.
Differentiated transition contexts determine the form and direction of regime change in response to these pressures. The artic-
ulation of pressures, and the degree to which responses are coordinated and based on resources available within the regime,
define the transition context. Four alternative contexts are described: endogenous renewal; re-orientation of trajectories; emergent
transformation and purposive transitions. Agency and power in the governance of regime transformation are analysed. Power to
affect change depends on regime membership, the distribution of resources for change and expectations.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

In recent years, the analytical lens in innovation
nd environment studies has tended to pull back from
rm-level processes of cleaner technology innovation.
tudies have refocused on wider, linked processes that
reen the systems of social and technological practice
y which we satisfy our needs for housing, mobil-
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ity, food, communications, leisure and so forth. Th
‘socio-technical regimes’ have become the focal
of analysis. The policy challenge is to transform th
into more sustainable configurations (Berkhout, 2002).

This new focus on regimes recognises that fi
and technologies are embedded within wider so
and economic systems (Rip and Kemp, 1998). Some o
the reasons cleaner technology is not diffusing rap
through firms, for example, relate to overarching st
tures of markets, patterns of final consumer dem
institutional and regulatory systems and inadeq
infrastructures for change. Firms have limited ro
for unilateral manoeuvre in relation to these fact
The focus on regimes recognises this holding that
ical changes at the regime level are needed to de
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sustainable development (Rotmans and Kemp, 2001).
The analytical challenge is now to understand and
guide ‘systems innovation’ so as to facilitate not only
greener firms, but also more sustainable practices from
all members of regimes.

In transforming the industrial sustainability agenda
in this way, the governance challenge becomes more
ambitious and more demanding. We have argued
elsewhere that approaches to sustainable systems
innovation have hitherto been overly functionalist
(Berkhout et al., 2004). Despite the breadth of the
regime concept, there is a tendency to treat regime
transformation as a monolithic process dominated by
rational action and neglecting important differences
in context (Berkhout et al., 2004). We also argue that
existing approaches tend to be too descriptive and
structural, leaving room for greater analysis ofagency
as a means to more informed, deliberate and effective
processes of regime transformation. In short, if we
are to engage both analytically and normatively with
the complexities of governing sustainable systems
innovation, there is a need for more explicit and
detailed conceptual tools. In this paper, we propose as
a heuristic a systematic framework for understanding
different transition contexts and associated gover-
nance implications. Our specific objectives are three-
fold:

1. To distinguish more clearly between different ele-
ments in the context for regime transition: the
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nological regimes are not unitary entities, but involve
the active coordination of lower order agency on the
part of institutions, networks and actors as regime
‘members’ in their own right (see alsoJacobsson and
Johnson, 2000).

Given this, our model of regime transformation is
a function of three factors. First, the degree to which
the selection pressures bearing upon a regime isartic-
ulated towards a particular problem or direction of
transformation on the part of regime members. We
argue that without this articulation of selection pres-
sures the conditions for systems innovation do not exist.
Second, the degree to which theresources required for
effective regime transformation (factor endowments,
capabilities and knowledge) is available either within
or beyond the members of the incumbent regime. Third,
the extent to which responses to these pressures is
coordinated in a coherent fashion across regime mem-
bers. It is these latter two elements (the availability
of resources and the ability to coordinate responses)
that we identify as theadaptive capacity available
for regime transition (Berkhout et al., 2004). In the
long-run, the particular form and direction of regime
transformation, and the associated modes of gover-
nance, will depend on thetransition context: a func-
tion of the availability of resources and how they are
coordinated.

The paper is organised as follows. The next sec-
tion (Section2) discusses the sources of change in
socio-technical regimes. We suggest that transforma-
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articulation of selection pressures and theadaptive
capacity available to facilitate regime transform
tion.

. Recognition of these different contextual elem
is likely to affect both descriptive understandin
and normative recommendations. We aim to exp
some of the resulting practical implications for
governance of sustainable technology strategie

. To encourage greater attention to agency in
understandings of transitions in socio-techn
regimes.

With this interest in governance, we address
uestion of agency by introducing the notions of reg
embership, resource interdependencies and

xpectations. System-level change is, by defini
nacted through the coordination and steering of m
ctors and resources, whether these are intend
mergent features of transformation processes. T
ion processes can be organised according to wh
hey contribute to the articulation of selection press
exerting pressure for change), or whether they
ribute to the adaptive capacity (resourcing and c
inating a response to this pressure). Governan
egime transitions can address the balance of s
ion pressures, or condition the adaptive capacitie
ncumbent or competing regimes. We then introd
Section3) a heuristic typology for mapping such tra
ition contexts, which can be used to guide the an
is of governance for regime transition. Informed
hese understandings we then discuss, in Secti4,
ome resulting general problems of power and ag
n regime configuration and reproduction. We ar
hat the power to affect regime change depend
egime membership, the matching and linking of t
esources for change and the interplay of expecta
bout change.
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2. Socio-technical regimes and their
transformation

Socio-technical regimes are relatively stable con-
figurations of institutions, techniques and artefacts,
as well as rules, practices and networks that deter-
mine the ‘normal’ development and use of technolo-
gies (Rip and Kemp, 1998). Regimes fulfil socially
valued functions, which they also help to constitute
(Geels, 2002a,b). New technologies often co-evolve
with the functions they come to serve. Regimes there-
fore embody strongly held convictions and interests
concerning technological practices and the best ways
in which these might be improved. Modern agricul-
ture, for example, has evolved along a trajectory in
which increased factor productivity has been the goal,
measured in terms similar to industrial productivity.
This regime has consequently focused on mechani-
sation, specialisation and increased inputs of energy
and chemicals that have boosted massively the agri-
cultural output per unit of labour. In the meantime,
an alternative conceptualisation of agricultural goals,
which stresses the harnessing of local ecological capac-
ities, has struggled to gain limited acceptance. Organic
farming was originally advocated by a small group of
dissenting voices around the same time that the princi-
ples of modern agriculture were being embedded in
government policy in industrialised countries in the
1930s and 1940s (Conford, 2001). Organic farming
focuses on output per unit land area, usually favour-
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and supportive institutional arrangements have been
built around and reinforced this pattern of energy util-
isation for at least eight decades in more developed
economies. At the lower level of aggregation of indi-
vidual power technologies, the electricity generating
regime as a whole spans a variety of nested subor-
dinate regimes, such as that based on the coal-fired
steam turbine, the nuclear fuel cycle, large-scale hydro-
electricity or gas-fired combined cycle turbine sys-
tems. At this level, even within the emerging niche
for renewable generated electricity, we may identify
an embryonic regime dominated by three-bladed, hor-
izontal axis megawatt-scale wind turbines operating in
grid-connected clusters and supported through public
policy (Gipe, 1995). A network of specific practices
is developing around this incipient dominant mode of
wind energy utilisation.1 Recent developments to pro-
mote distributed solar energy utilisation through PV
installations integrated into the structure of buildings
is another example of a new and quite distinct pat-
tern, nested within the wider developing ‘distributed
renewables’ regime, itself a relatively small part of
the encompassing electricity regime as a whole. Con-
versely, the electricity regime itself may be seen as
nested within a global energy regime organised pri-
marily around the extraction, trade and combustion of
fossil fuels.

The relative status of these particular power tech-
nology regimes (e.g. in terms of market share or future
expectations by investors) will have an influence on
d vels
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ng mixed farms, and is concerned with nurturing
ertility through the relatively closed cycling of ma
ials. It is only now beginning to reach the status
ubstantial niche socio-technical activity (in the se
hat there is a robust network of actors, institutions
ractices supporting the organic approach to agr

ure).
In the established literature, the term ‘regime

sed as a short-hand for a series of complex, ne
eal world phenomena, embodying natural and
cial physical elements, as well as social, econo
ultural and cognitive attributes (Rip and Kemp, 1998
eels, 2002a,b). Regimes exist across different emp

cal scales. At a relatively high level of aggregation,
lectricity-generating regime is dominated by rules
ractices relating to centralised, large-scale (usu

hermal) power technology and high voltage alter
ng current grid infrastructures. Consumption patte
evelopments in the energy regime at higher le
f aggregation. Some of these ‘regime’ examples
ind and PV) actually represent only niche pract
nd concepts when looked at from the higher pers

ive of the electricity regime as a whole, since t
njoy neither the institutional nor the market do
ance that is a defining feature of the regime conc
learly, there is a need carefully to distinguish in
iven context between what constitutes the ‘nested

he ‘spanning’ regime, and to be precise in the em
cal application of the concept of the socio-techn
egime (Berkhout et al., 2004).

1 This is in contrast to vertical axis designs favoured in some
exts at earlier stages of modern wind energy innovation, a
ff-grid, smaller wind energy concepts advocated in others (Gipe,
995).
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Despite their relative stability, regimes change.
Given the breadth of empirical scope, the variety of
regime members and the structural characteristics of
regimes, radical changes are likely to proceed through
a complex and unique history of interrelated events.
Recognising this, we make some generalisations about
socio-technical regime change using a simple heuristic
and by adopting a quasi-evolutionary perspective on
the fundamental processes that shape regime transfor-
mations.

2.1. A quasi-evolutionary model of regime
transformation

We understand regime change to be a function of
two processes.

1. Shifting selection pressures bearing on the regime.
2. The coordination of resources available inside and

outside the regime to adapt to these pressures.

The term ‘quasi-evolutionary’ is used to denote how
these two processes can be coupled. In this, we are fol-
lowing a convention first set byRip (1992)andSchot
(1992)who point out that, in practice, regime members
adapting to selection pressures can also seek to influ-
ence the selection pressures bearing upon them.2 We
recognise this coupling is only partial. Adapting regime
members cannot shape selection pressures unilaterally.
Their influence is subject to constraints that we elabo-
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to support these responses. In this sense, policies, such
as environmental taxation, negotiated agreements and
regulations seek to promote more sustainable config-
urations through modifications to selection pressures.
Broadly speaking, this form of governance operates
through regulatory or fiscal systems. Policies inter-
vening in the innovation system (such as R&D, envi-
ronmental management systems, foresight and capital
allowance grants), on the other hand, tend more towards
the reshaping of regime adaptive capacity. We now
elaborate each of these approaches in turn.

2.2. The articulation of selection pressures

Conventional economic analysis of technical
change tends to focus on pressures that operate visibly
at the level of the firm (such as pricing, competition,
contracts, taxes and charges, regulations, standards, lia-
bility, profitability, skills and knowledge). Analysis at
the level of the socio-technical regime, on the other
hand, includes such factors, but goes beyond them to
consider less economically visible pressures emanating
from institutional structures and conventions, including
changes in broad political economic ‘landscapes’, or
wider socio-cultural attitudes and trends (Geels, 2004).
These can be directed at specific regimes, like the activ-
ities of the anti-nuclear movement. Or they can be more
general, like the ebb and flow of environmental atti-
tudes in society. The public realm is crowded with
interests (industry, civil society and government), each
w ec-
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ate in Section4. This means that selection pressu
nd adaptive capacity can, for heuristic purposes
aintained as relatively distinct processes, even if
re not strictly independent variables.

The governance of regime transformation can
rganised through intervention in these two realm
ay seek to address the form, intensity, articulatio
rientation of the selection pressures that act on t
egimes. Or it may address the quality and distr
ion of adaptive capabilities, including the capacity
ount a coordinated response and the availabilit

esources (such as finance, legitimacy or compete

2 Despite the general dangers of imported biological metap
Dupre, 2003), the term ‘quasi-evolution’ is misleading, if it sugge
hat such interaction is absent in biological evolution. Organ
outinely impact on their environments and so reconfigure their
iches (Maynard-Smith, 1982). Indeed, such feedback processes
ecome dominant (Lovelock, 1987; Margulis, 1998).
ith different ideas and visions about what their s
ional and collective futures ought to be. In the ene
ector, for instance, there has been resurgence re
f an industrial-academic lobby promoting visions
‘hydrogen economy’ (Rifkin, 2002). Such activity is

ignificant because it bears on public policy perc
ions, strategies in industry, investment of risk cap
nd so forth. In short, debates in wider civil soci
erve to frame the functional reproduction and cha
f socio-technical regimes.

Other pressures can derive from social change w
s not targeted at any specific regime, but which
ring about selection pressures on regimes. Exam
ight include demographic shifts, such as ageing p

ations in many industrialised countries. Another m
e the rise of consumer culture based on the indiv
listic definition and satisfaction of needs, channe

hrough expanding commodity consumption (Leiss,
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1978). A further example lies in the rise of a neo-
liberal model of globalisation, with more mobile cap-
ital and market deregulation. All these features of the
wider political and economic ‘landscape’ can create
important selection pressures for technological regimes
(Geels, 2004). Often these pressures are weak and inco-
herent, but at other times they become stronger and
more coherently articulated.

The examples of selection pressure introduced
above operate at a relatively high empirical level:
changing ideologies among political and economic
elites; cultural entrenchments in consumerism and pub-
lic attitudes to consumption. Of course, incumbent
regimes also face tangible economic competitive pres-
sures from other regimes. This is the more conventional
sense in which firms are understood to be involved
in systems innovation. Since the 1970s, the coal-fired
power technology regime has been under increasing
pressure from the combined cycle gas turbine regime,
for instance. In other cases, pressures may bubble up
from below, from innovative niches that are not yet
so established as to constitute a regime (Schot et al.,
1994; Kemp et al., 1998; Geels, 2002a,b; Hoogma
et al., 2002). The ‘transition management’ approach
to governing regime transformation recommends this
strategy: the purposeful creation and temporary pro-
tection of desirable, niche alternatives, which can then
be used to seed regime changes (Rotmans and Kemp,
2001).

Without at least some form of internal or external
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by falling consumer prices on the one hand, and Gov-
ernment financial support on the other. Another might
be the conflicting pressures acting on genetic modifi-
cation in agriculture, as embodied in strongly positive
government and industry commitments in the USA and
associated exporting countries, contrasting with intense
consumer resistance and wider institutional opposition
in important import markets, such as Europe and Japan.

The second element in effective articulation lies in
the processes that render these pressures explicit and
translate them into a form that prompts and enables a
response by the regime. Here, climate change can be
offered as an example. It took many years for scientific
consensus to emerge over the link between anthro-
pogenic greenhouse gas emissions and climatic change
(IPCC, 2001a,b). This scientific consensus stands at
the base of international agreement to cut carbon
emissions, and national policies to move towards less
carbon-intensive energy use. The process of articu-
lating knowledge of environmental pressures is typi-
cally as essential as processes of active governance in
the effective realisation of change in socio-technical
regimes.Table 1sets out a range of types of selection
pressure and illustrates some governance processes that
influence their articulation.

2.3. Adaptive capacity in regime transformation

All regimes have some capacity and resources to
respond to the selection pressures bearing on them.
W
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ressure in the diverse senses discussed above
nlikely that substantive change to the developme

rajectory of a regime will result. However, select
ressures of the kind used as illustrations above
ervasive in post-industrial societies. There is typic
o shortage of pressures acting on any given reg
ften pushing in opposing directions. In practice,

herefore not simply the existence of such pressure
s decisive. Instead, it is what we term thearticulation
f pressures for any given regime transformation.
omprises two elements.

First, there is the extent to which selection p
ures are oriented coherently in a particular direc
s suggested, different pressures may act incoher

o promote different forms of response, and so
end to conflict. An example might be the contend
nfluences on the development of renewable elec
ty generation in UK energy during the 1990s exe
e refer to this feature as theadaptive capacity of
regime.3 One way of characterising adaptive cap

ty is by reference to the functions that contribute
he reproduction of technological systems (Jacobsso
nd Johnson, 2000).4 These critical functions are repr
uced inTable 2. The better that regime members
ble to fulfil these regime functions, the better
egime as a whole will be able to respond to selec
ressures. Regimes can be seen as being repro
long trajectories that are in part conditioned by se

ion pressures. The more intensive or threatening t

3 The adaptive capacity concept has emerged in the climate c
iterature (IPCC, 2001b) and builds on notions of vulnerability a
esilience in ecology.Folke et al. (2002, p. 13)define it as ‘. . . the
apacity to absorb shocks while maintaining function’.
4 Jacobsson and Johnson’s technological system concept i
imilar to the socio-technical regime concept.
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Table 1
Regime selection pressure and their articulation

Cause of selection pressure Example Articulation processes

The creation within niches of novel
socio-technical configurations

Putting the organic farming vision
into practice, and the spur this gives
to mainstream industrial agriculture
to become more sustainable

Measures that support the niche, such as: grants for
conversion to organic food production and Niche market
creation (e.g. public procurement)

An innovation that seeds a
transformation in a ‘spanning’ regime

The impact of high-levels of wind
turbine capacity on the structure,
regulation and operation of the
electricity system

Measures to support expansion in the nested regime, such
as: price support for wind energy, strategic investments in
infrastructure changes suited to intermittent supply and
environmental NGO campaigns for wind expansion

The spur to innovation felt through
competition from another
socio-technical regime serving the
same or over-lapping markets

Competition between the different
electricity technological regimes:
coal; gas; oil; nuclear and renewables

Measures which promote technological or resource
diversity, such as: incentives to support a balanced portfolio
of energy technologies and systems and A regulatory
framework for fair competition between regimes, within
environmental constraints

Emergence of alternative ‘visions’ of
the future

Current contention over the use of
‘science-based’ risk assessment
versus more broad-based
‘precautionary’ approaches to
chemicals regulation

Measures to promote civic debate, such as: broadening
participation in the framing of chemical regulatory
decisions, introducing contentious visions into processes of
policy negotiation and local protests against chemical
establishments

The generation of changes in the
social landscape that put the regime
in tension

The liberalisation of energy markets
in the EU

Measures to harness landscape changes to sustainability
ends, such as: environmental policy integration and
environmental appraisal of policies and industrial change

Public debates targeted at changing
socio-technical regimes

Public debates and campaigns over
genetically modified foods in the EU

Measures that create informed debate, such as: public
participation in policy agenda-setting and technical and
environmental education initiatives

pressures, the greater the resources devoted to defend-
ing the regime, through processes of adjustment and
adaptation. This is one interpretation of current efforts
by the electricity supply regime to respond to car-
bon mitigation concerns by establishing techniques for
sequestering and disposing of carbon from fossil fuel
power stations (IEA, 2001).

All else being equal, the more adaptive regimes will
be those whose membership can most effectively repro-
duce regime functions in the face of prevailing selection
pressures. Over time, we would expect more adaptive
regimes to succeed and those with less adaptive capac-
ity to be subsumed or substituted. However, it may be
that in some cases it is not the membership of the incum-
bent regime itself, which proves decisive in providing
the resources, capabilities and functions for the main-
tenance or substitution of a regime. Sometimes, when
the adaptive capacity of the regime is weak, it can be
outside groups who build-up the functions that gener-
ate the alternatives needed for change. For instance,
an important source of change may be external niches,
which pioneer new ways of constituting and satisfying

a social and economic demand (Kemp et al., 1998).
Effective adaptive capabilities can respond to selection
pressures by opening up novel practices as alternatives
to the incumbent regime (e.g. new technologies and
new appraisal criteria).

In this way a successful niche can challenge the
dominance of an incumbent regime (Geels, 2002a,b).
Under such circumstances, the niche will be exerting
selection pressure, as well as generating the resources
to respond to this pressure. The search for adaptive
capacity is not limited to the membership of the incum-
bent regime. Indeed, depending on the types of change
anticipated in the articulation of selection pressures, the
greatest capacity for adaptation and change may rest in
incipient networks of capable actors beyond the mem-
bership of the incumbent regime (Christiansen, 1997).

2.4. Negotiating pressure, coordinating adaptation

Although the articulation of selection pressure and
the provision of adaptive capacity are conceptually
distinct, the actors and institutional settings involved
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Table 2
How different governance activities contribute to adaptive capacity

Adaptive capability functions Example Governance contribution to function

Creation of new knowledge: the main source of
variety in technological systems

Research into fuel cell technology and its
applications

Public R&D and education and
training policy

Influence over the direction of search processes
among users and suppliers of technology: the
articulation of supply and demand is seen as critical
to the perceived costs and benefits of regime
switching

The way a growing coalition of actors are
building expectations for a future hydrogen
economy, and how this influences research
and industrial agendas

Foresight exercises and
environmental lobbying, which
weakens faith in incumbent regime
and raises the profile of others

Supply of resources: these include capital,
competences and input materials as well as political
resources that support the legitimacy of a regime

Ability to bring together the finance,
technology, and fuel supply infrastructure to
roll out local biomass energy businesses at
more and more rural locations

Public underwriting of risks and soft
loans, grants (public and private) and
secondment of expertise to new
initiatives

Creation of positive external economies: this is a
pivotal characteristic. An example is the formation
of socio-technical networks that provide ‘spill-over’
effects by reducing uncertainty, reducing the cost of
information, accessing tacit knowledge and sharing
costs

The entry of a large industrial investor into a
hitherto niche activity, such as biomass
energy, boosting the status of the niche (e.g.
credit rating with financiers, interest from
other firms). Or, the way development of
wider biomass supply infrastructures makes
it easier for new biomass energy firms to
enter the market

Public pressures on companies to
seek out more responsible corporate
activities, publicity about the success
of a growing niche, study tours and
sponsoring visits to projects,
infrastructure support and favourable
regulatory environments

Formation of markets: innovations rarely find
ready-made markets, which therefore need to be
stimulated or created afresh. Market formation is
related to the marketing efforts of firms, as well as
the regulatory and other influences on the shape of
markets

PV technology has developed through a
series of niche markets, such as satellites,
remote power supply, calculators, parking
meters, and, more recently, household
systems

Public procurement and fiscal policy
(impacts for relative prices)

Adapted fromJacobsson and Johnson (2000).

in each need not necessarily be separate empirically
(hence ‘quasi-evolutionary’). An actor, such as an envi-
ronmental regulator may simultaneously be interven-
ing to articulate a selection pressure, while also making
efforts to help coordinate the resources necessary for
adaptation. This empirical overlapping of the functions
fulfilled by different actors is particularly acute in the
contribution to the search function of adaptive capacity,
since the articulation of a selection pressure may serve
to open up new and previously unanticipated search
directions for innovation.

Articulation of salient pressure for regime change
and/or the build-up of effective adaptive capacity will
involve interactions and resource flows between actors,
through networks or coalitions, typically including at
least some members of the incumbent regime. How
well (from the perspective of regime change) this can
be achieved will depend on actors’ positions, defined
in terms of their interests and ideas, the degree and
forms of power they exercise, and the centrality of

the functions they perform (relative to the collection
of selection pressures and adaptive capacities over-
all). Coalitions of prime movers are needed, who are
‘technically, financially and politically so powerful that
they can strongly influence the development and diffu-
sion process’ (Jacobsson and Bergek, 2003, p. 5). The
greater the extent to which pressures for a particular
form of change diverge from the norms and rules of
the incumbent regime, the more acute become these
issues of power. Even if the regime membership is not
active in its resistance to change, the regime may nev-
ertheless present a considerable degree of inertia that
must be overcome.

These issues will be picked up in Section4.
Here, it is sufficient to point out that there are par-
allels between the way socio-technical regimes are
conceived and conceptual ideas of what constitutes
governance (North, 1990; Stoker, 1998). As with the
socio-technical regime, governance itself is exercised
through relatively stable sets of norms, rules and
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practices that prioritise public issues, take decisions
on them, and implement those decisions. Governance
means something wider than the state (just as regimes
are wider than industrial sectors and supply chains). It
looks beyond the ideology, institutions, structures and
instruments of the state (like ruling parties, industry
ministries, parliamentary procedures, environmental
regulators, public spending and policy instruments).
The state is seen as being embedded within wider
networks in civil society and market systems. Like
regimes, this involves interaction between actors in
networks. Moreover, because regimes and governance
are both social phenomena, they will also involve
processes of consent, dissent, inclusion, exclusion
and power relations between the different actors
involved.

In short, the concept of governance accommodates
the fact that state actors rely upon non-state actors in
the formulation and implementation of public policy.
Effective policy levers for regime transformation, such
as those examples listed inTables 1 and 2, cannot
be decreed by states in isolation (John, 1998; Smith,
2000). Interventions have to be negotiated through
governance processes involving multiple agents, none
with decisive power. These networks of actors include
regime members and other actors seeking to influence
regime transformations. State actors can be regime
members, in the sense that they provide important
resources like legitimacy, while state actors can also
have material interests in a regime, such as deriving
t fore
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3. Transition contexts

As the relative balance of selection pressures shifts
and adaptive capabilities develop, so the transformation
process will change too. The art of governing transi-
tions becomes one of recognising which context for
transformation prevails, and which drivers offer the
best leverage for guiding change in a desirable direc-
tion. As we have discussed, the articulation of selection
pressures is one source of leverage. Building adaptive
capacity is a second lever.

The different contexts for transition can be mapped
using the two dimensions of change introduced earlier
in this paper. The first dimension measures whether
change is envisaged and actively coordinated, either
at the level of the regime membership, or on the
part of some higher level governance process, in
response to prevailing selection pressures, or whether
it is the emergent outcome of the co-evolutionary
behaviour of regime members (involving no new steer-
ing mechanisms).5 This dimension seeks to distinguish
between regime transformations that are intended and
purposively governed, and those that are the unintended
and contingent outcomes of historical processes. An
intended regime transformation would be guided by
influential actors within the regime or by overarch-
ing networks of governance arriving at a common
diagnosis concerning shortcomings in an incumbent
regime. It would require some level of agreement on the
appropriate prescriptive measures and their objectives,
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f the regime. Impulses for change, especially m

ong-term shifts, will often fail because they repres
ncoordinated interactions between shifting, po
rticulated selection pressures and struggling ada
apabilities. We argue that more attention should
iven to the context in which regime transformat
rises. This applies both to the particular natur

he incumbent regimes and to the specific feature
he governance situation, since both exercise im
ant conditioning effects on the processes of sys
nnovation that actually unfold. In the next sect
f our paper, we use our quasi-evolutionary mode
hange as the basis for a simple typology of trans
ontexts.
iven prevailing articulations of selection pressures
ourse, this says nothing about the desirability of
articular intended measures, objectives or outco
his dimension of coordination is blind to the me
f motives or outcomes, addressing simply the de
f intentionality and coordination involved in drivin
given transition.
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esponses to selection pressures are based on res
vailable within the regime (or which can be co-op
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hat are only available outside the regime. Thelocus

5 This distinction between levels of coordination moves beyon
lanning/market dichotomy, to take account of more complex
esses in the social regulation of technologies. These involve n
he state, but also other actors including civil society organisa
nd consumers.
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of the capabilities to innovate and adapt is therefore
important to the nature of the transformation process.
If the resources required for transition are available
internally, then change is likely to be more incremen-
tal and structural relationships within the regime are
less likely to be overturned. If the capacity to adapt is
highly constrained by the lack of resources internally
or because of the rigidity of actor and technological
configurations, then the likelihood of major structural
change increases. Thecoordination of actors/locus of
resources framework gives rise to a fourfold mapping
of transition contexts, as shown inFig. 1.

The four quadrants produced in this framework rep-
resent stylisedideal types. Comparisons and contrasts
between the elements of each transformation can be
made against real-world regime transformation pro-
cesses and our understanding of the variety of processes
consequently improved. As we have suggested above,
whatever the nature of the selection pressures and the
responses to them, the four transition contexts may all
play out operationally at different levels of aggregation.

This typology lends itself to two types of heuris-
tic use of relevance to wider governance processes
oriented towards the fostering of more sustainable tech-
nologies. One use is as an analytical device, the other as
a normative tool. First, in analytical mode, we can take
as a starting point that prevailing circumstances and
established governance practices condition a particular

transition. Here, governance processes are considered
as part of the overall analysis of factors constituting
the regime. The task of analysis then becomes one of
identifying theparticular context and type of transition
that is underway.

Second, under more normative usage, the typology
can serve not only to diagnose transition processes, but
also to help prescribe appropriate governance inter-
ventions additional or different to those already per-
taining. Broadly, these fall into two types. First, the
end-points of the recognised transition may be judged
to be socially desirable, in terms of environmental and
social sustainability. Here, the development of gover-
nance measures will be focused on ensuring that the
committed transformation process is as timely, efficient
or socially acceptable as possible.

Alternatively, the appraisal may conclude that a
committed transformation process is unlikely to yield a
desirable transition. In this event, the heuristic scheme
developed here may be used normatively to guide
understanding as to how best to achieve a preferred
outcome. In this case, then, the appropriate governance
strategies are not those that best assist some prevailing
process of regime change, but those which best foster
an alternative transformation process oriented towards
a more desirable outcome. So, for instance, if a pre-
vailing process of ‘endogenous renewal’ is determined
to be unsustainable, then the aim of governance might

oordin s.
Fig. 1. Transition contexts as a function of degree of c
 ation to selection pressures and the locus of adaptive resource
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be to foster instead a ‘purposive transition’ to a more
sustainable solution. This is obviously a more challeng-
ing mode of usage for any conceptual scheme, placing
greater demands both on the taxonomy and on the gov-
ernance measures deemed applicable.

These normative roles for the typology beg the ques-
tion, who is doing the appraisal and through what pro-
cedures? Appraisal requires some agreement over crite-
ria for regime performance, the key selection pressures
being articulated, and decisions on how to bring about
the desired change (desired adaptive capabilities). In
leaving open how this normative appraisal is done, and
by whom, we do recognise that the development of
a coherent vision for future regime transformation is
far from unproblematic, and that there are likely to be
multiple visions (and appraisals) (Brown et al., 2000).
How appraisal and ensuing governance interventions
work in practice will be closely tied to questions of
agency and power (Section4). What is clear is that
the articulation of pressures, coordination of responses
and marshalling of adaptive resources presented in our
heuristic scheme is far from straightforward in prac-
tice. Before recognising and adding such complexity, it
is necessary first to introduce our heuristic scheme and
how it can help us to think about regime governance.
Below we describe each of the transition contexts using
a series of schematic examples, emphasising the energy
sector for the purposes of more effective comparison.

3.1. Endogenous renewal (coordinated response,
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through an alignment of smaller changes shaped by
existing capabilities and guided by prevailing expecta-
tions.

An example of this kind of process may be found
in the progressive scaling up of the thermal capacity of
steam-generating plant over the course of the 20th cen-
tury. Constituted by a multitude of individually minor
organisational and engineering innovations, the result
was a radical transformation in the character of the elec-
tricity regime (Hughes, 1983). Likewise, investment in
flue gas desulphurisation plant as a response to con-
cerns over acid emissions (Boehmer-Christiansen and
Skea, 1990), or the development of carbon sequestra-
tion techniques might be taken as examples of endoge-
nous renewal. They are all responses from within
the regime to external pressures for change that have
led to dramatic changes in one or more measures of
the regime’s performance (efficiency, emissions reduc-
tions, etc.).

If the process and outcomes of endogenous renewal
have been appraised positively, then the role of gov-
ernance lies in deploying and monitoring the imple-
mentation of measures to enable and sustain a process
of endogenous renewal. Under these circumstances,
the sustainable transformation of the regime is likely
to occur through incremental environmental perfor-
mance improvements and an accumulation of marginal
advancements in social equity.

If, on the other hand, an existing committed process
of endogenous renewal is appraised negatively, then
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Endogenous renewal arises in the context of reg
embers (firms, supply chains, customers and re

ors) making conscious efforts to find ways of respo
ng to perceived competitive threats to a regime. In
ypology, the pressure to change the regime is cle
rticulated and there is a high coordination of respo
ased on resources originating within the regime. H
ver, given that innovative activity is shaped fr
ithin the regime itself, it will tend to be steered

he interests, values, cognitive structures and prob
olving routines prevailing in the incumbent regim
ecisions over future technological choices will
uided by past experience. Thus, the transforma
rocess will tend to be incremental and path follow
ooking back over a long period of time, the trans
ation can appear radical, but it will have come ab
more interventionist approach to governance is
anted. The challenge is to identify how transforma
rocesses can be steered in a more sustainable

ion. Although, by definition, the regime members
ill in this case demonstrate an ability to coordin

heir response to relevant selection pressures, this
e highly specific to the particular ends that have b
ppraised as unsustainable. It cannot be assume

his implies a capacity to coordinate towards the m
ustainable ends envisaged in governance appr
ndeed, as discussed later in this paper, quite the
erse might be the case.

.2. Re-orientation of trajectories (uncoordinated
esponse, internal adaptation)

Some socio-technical regimes exhibit an intrin
roperty of ‘systemness’ (Rosenberg, 1994, pp.
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216–217) in their processes of change, while at
the same time being highly unpredictable. In these
regimes, trajectories of change may be radically altered
by internal processes without being associated with
discontinuities in the actors, networks and institutions
involved in the regime. The stimulus for such radical
re-orientations is experienced as a shock that may be
exogenous or endogenous to the regime. The response,
however, is formed within the regime. In the electricity
sector, an example of this kind of regime change
might be seen in the advent of wide-scale adoption
of combined cycle gas turbines, especially in the
UK (Islas, 1997). This radical transformation in the
technical and operational characteristics of generation
systems was not widely anticipated or intended, but
arose through the conjunction of a series of uncoordi-
nated technological opportunities, changes in market
regulation, the availability of new and cheaper gas
supplies, and obstacles facing alternatives, such as coal
and nuclear generation. However, the adoption of gas
turbines was managed within the dominant electricity
generation regime, rather than being a development
imposed from without. It also contributed in some
contexts, like the UK, to improved environmental
sustainability by reducing carbon emissions.

Analytically speaking, where governance focuses
on internal regime functions, under situations in which
pressures are poorly articulated and responses uncoor-
dinated, regime transformations may tend to take this
form. The gas turbine example suggests that it may
b ch as
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regime to apply its resources towards ends that are
judged to be more sustainable. This suggests the aug-
mentation of regulatory measures with more explicit
sustainability objectives, as is now being advocated
in the debate over environmental policy integration
(Jordan and Lenschow, 2000).

3.3. Emergent transformation (uncoordinated
response, external adaptation)

Many classical regime transitions have an appar-
ently autonomous logic. This type of transformation
in our typology arises from uncoordinated pressures
for change and responses based on resources and capa-
bilities lying outside the incumbent regime. The tech-
nological cycles described in Kondratiev’s long waves
have this character emerging from historically embed-
ded social and economic processes that lead to the
emergence of new technologies with pervasive impacts
(Freeman and Louca, 2001). The origin of this type of
transformation is often in scientific activity, typically
carried out in universities or small firms operating out-
side existing industries (Dosi, 1988). These transitions
can be observed, but there appears very little basis
ex ante to distinguish between those alternatives that
will ‘catch on’ and those that will not. In the energy
sector, long term examples are provided by the series
of ‘energy successions’ through which different pri-
mary fuels achieved dominance running over a period
of three centuries or so: from wood; through coal; to
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omic and regulatory environments is unlikely to
redictable with any confidence.

Where, notwithstanding these difficulties, a
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rnance faces a problem in which the incumbent re

s equipped with the resources for committed p
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gy’ represents a basis for applications with perva
conomic (and environmental) impacts (Wood et al.
003).
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From a governance perspective, an emergent tran-
sition corresponds in an analytical sense to situations
where poorly articulated selection pressures meet with
uncoordinated responses. Resulting transitions draw on
adaptive resources originating beyond the membership
of the incumbent regime. The lack of clear articula-
tion and coordination obscure the particular end-points
for the transformation, compounding uncertainty over
appropriate governance measures.

Applying the framework in normative mode, the
governance challenge rests on appraisal of the end-
points of contrasting transition pathways. Strategies
can be developed which foster greater coherence in
selection pressures or the regime responses. Alter-
natively, or at the same time, governance strategies
can be pursued towards developing relevant adaptive
capabilities. If the desired ends warrant enhancement
of internal adaptive capacities, then the situation
moves towards endogenous renewal. Here, transfor-
mation towards sustainability will tend to become
more incremental. Should adaptive capacities be
developed beyond the incumbent regime, and then the
governance situation moves towards purposive tran-
sition, and transformation will fit that process. Here,
governance measures fostering movement towards
sustainability will be more intense and explicit
(see below).

3.4. Purposive transitions (coordinated response,
external adaptation)
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contention with establish interests within the incum-
bent electricity system (Gowing, 1974).

Transition management is often presented as
regime transformation guided principally by negotia-
tion between social actors from beyond the regime. In
this sense it matches most closely what we define as a
purposive transition. Key to the transition management
project is the greater role afforded to external social
actors, both in articulating pressure for change, and in
providing the resources, capabilities and networks that
condition the responses. Transition management is also
a deliberate attempt to change the regime according to
a consensus guiding vision (so that selection pressures
are highly articulated). While the transition manage-
ment literature gives a key role to non-state actors
(cf. Kemp et al., 2001), the nuclear example suggests
that the coordination of the many diverse and nascent
resources involved in a radical change has, in the past,
often required robust intervention by states.

Of course, as our discussion of governance strate-
gies has indicated, the transition context for any given
socio-technical regime need not be fixed. Contexts may
change, and our proposition is that a change in context
will influence the pattern of regime transformation. It
will also alter the governance opportunities available
to different social actors. The heuristic typology pre-
sented here is intended to help understand and frame
appropriate questions about regime transformation pro-
cesses in a series of different governance situations
and to aid policy-makers who wish to intervene in a
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uality, they can be distinguished from transitions
lso draw on external resources, but which have
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eflect an explicit set of societal expectations or in
sts. A good example of this type of transition

he history of civil nuclear power. This was wide
egarded in the 1950s and 1960s as a critical tech
gy with the potential to generate broad technolog
conomic and political benefits. A common narra
as developed, which involved a series of tech

ogical transitions from uranium fuel cycles (with t
hermal reactor as the main conversion technolog
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orm a powerful grouping that was typically in stro
ore informed way. The governance of regimes
e understood as altering the given context of se
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ransformation processes, in terms of their pace
rientation.

. Agency and power in socio-technical regime
hange

So far, we have discussed socio-technical reg
nly in terms of the functions they provide and wh
eproduce them. That is to say, the regime is unders
s a system subject to selection pressures and
le of adapting to those pressures. Here, governan
nderstood either as sustaining transition context
s a set of interventions seeking to alter such cont
e have not, so far, been concerned with the que
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of how governance might come to be exercised in prac-
tice. By this we do not mean which policy instruments
contribute best to each intervention. Rather, we mean
questions about incentives and constraints on regime
actors to bring about pressure, deploy resources, and
collaborate in processes of system innovation. Some
analysis of systems innovation presumes that it is pos-
sible to intervene in regimes and guide them in socially
and environmentally desirable directions. This ‘func-
tionalist’ perspective masks important difficulties in the
practice of governance. The construction of consen-
sus tends to be presumed as unproblematic; the role
for informed dissent in innovation can be overlooked
(Stirling, 2004). Questions of trust, partnership and
coalition building in processes of change are rarely
considered. In this section, we argue that a focus on
agency is fruitful in this respect. Agency, after all, lies
at the heart of all policy ambitions: commitment to pol-
icy presumes that groups of people have sufficient and
legitimate power to implement an agreed solution to a
recognised public problem.

4.1. Agency and power

Agency and power are intimately related. Agency
is the ability to take action and make a difference
over a course of events (Giddens, 1984, p. 14). In our
terms, agency in the transformation of socio-technical
regimes is the ability to intervene and alter the bal-
ance of selection pressures or adaptive capacity. Such
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and third, the roles of expectations in regime transfor-
mation.

At it is most straightforward, power is the ability
to get others (through force or persuasion) to do some-
thing they might not otherwise have done (Dahl, 1957).
This includes persuading actors in a regime over the
best course of action in response to an intensifying
selection pressure. Power facilitates agency. But an
exercise of power can also work to keep certain issues or
potential actions off the agenda, such that other issues
or actions are prioritised, and seem worth considering
first (Bachrach and Baratz, 1970). The idea of accel-
erating the displacement of a profitable regime by a
more sustainable alternative, for example, might not
be a credible option owing to the power of incumbent
regime members. Power also circumscribes agency. To
these two ‘faces of power’,Lukes (1974)adds a third,
which is the way power relations can prevent certain
actors from realising they are suffering from disadvan-
tage in the first place. The idea of trying to modify
adaptive capacity simply does not warrant considering
because one is persuaded that ones’ interests are irrevo-
cably tied to those of the incumbent regime (e.g. I need
my car because it provides mobility). Power therefore
can restrict critical reflection.

On this last point, power becomes a question of
the representation of problems (and solutions) and
competition over which representations (discourses)
constitute reality, or viable alternative realities (Hajer,
1995). It suggests that the different perspectives of
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Power is a complex phenomenon. A variety of c
eptualisations exist, not all are mutually consist
e do not pretend to provide a review here. Nor
e commit to any particular theory of power. Inste

he aim in this section is to identify why power (a
gency) is important in regime transformations,

o sketch out some key themes that might unlock
ay different social actors come together and/or
ute the governance of regime transformations. T

hemes are: first, the basis of regime membership;
nd, the distribution and interdependency of resou
ctors engaged in regime transformation can pl
ital constitutive role. Conflict creeps into the way t
egime goals are defined, the way they are prioriti
nd the changes needed to bring about a given
ition. As such, we should be looking at the differ
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000). These different understandings of the regi

n turn, influence the recognition of selection pr
ures, the coordination of responses and the expre
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nd find a mutual understanding of a transition c

ext, and agree over the best course of action f
egime? The challenge here is to analyse how con
ng visions and expectations enrol actors into coalit
f support, come to define their interests, and s

he way that they seek to respond to selection p
ures or shape their collective adaptive capacityVan
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Lente and Rip, 1998; Glynn, 2002). Each of the faces of
power involves different actors and institutionsin rela-
tion to one another. The agency enjoyed by any group
of actors, and the associated power relations, can only
be understood in relation to other actors. This suggests
that an agency-based approach to understanding regime
transformations must extend beyond the usual bounds
to consider the basis, nature and bounding of regime
membership.

Power has been introduced as a property, which can
be held and exercised over others. But what is the basis
of this power? What is the source of influence over oth-
ers, over agendas and over perspectives? At the general
level of governance,Rhodes’ (1981)‘power depen-
dency framework’ holds that one source of influence
is the way important resources are distributed amongst
actors (Smith, 2000). In order to meet ones’ goals and
exercise agency, one is dependent upon other actors
for resources (e.g. for finance, legitimate authority and
knowledge). Actors may seek to deploy the resources
they possess, and which others need, in such a way that
they have influence over the ends to which they are
deployed. ‘Each player’s room for decisional manoeu-
vre on an issue is constrained by the material and
intellectual resources available to him, appropriate to
that issue and which he is prepared to use, and by those
possessed by other players, who may perceive their
own interests differently’ (Wilks and Wright, 1987,
pp. 4–5). Agency and power depend on the structur-
ing effects of thisresource interdependency. No single
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and aspirations. Depending on agents’ position in these
conditioning structures, a regime can act to facilitate or
constrain agents’ attempts to make changes. In other
words, in addition to being a source of agency, the
regime has the power to structure the agency of actors
(Giddens, 1984). Such a view of power and agency
suggests, once again, that the basis for regime mem-
bership is important in understanding actors’ capacity
to intervene in transformation processes.

In the next section, we prompt moves towards
an agency-based understanding of regime change
by identifying what it is that delineates core regime
‘members’ from non-core members and outsider
actors. As will become apparent, this is not straight-
forward. The coalitions and networks engaged in
negotiation of governance strategies will involve
regime membership, either as the object or the subject
of contending interventions. Indeed, it is likely that any
attempt to side-step incumbent regime members and
foster alternative regimes will meet strong resistance
by incumbent regime interests.

4.2. Membership of socio-technical regimes

At root, socio-technical regimes are produced and
reproduced by networks of state, civil society and
market-based actors and institutions. Take, for exam-
ple, the regime that supplies water to urban and subur-
ban areas of Europe. In this case, the regime rules and
practices relate to a centralised system of water sup-
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ctor has sufficient resources on their own to coo
ate responses to selection pressures, or build ad
apacity. The regime is therefore reproduced or tr
ormed through networks of resource-interdepen
embers. Core regime members are delineated
arginal members (and both from non-members

he degree to which each actor can influence the re
uction of the regime. Resources become a sour
trategic influence over the regime.

In contrast to a perspective of power as so
hing possessed by individual actors, or coming a
hrough mutual interdependencies, is the view of po
s a structure through which agents must act (Foucault
977). Incumbent regimes constitute one aspect of
ind of structured power, conditioning the identit
nd inter-relationships of the actors they enmesh.
xistence of such structures exerts a profound i
nce over the representation of interests, expecta
ly through pipes, meeting statutory quality standa
nd funded by the regulated charges made to ho
olds and other end users. This is reproduced by w
ompanies, capital equipment suppliers, manufact
f biological and chemical treatments, economic
nvironmental regulators, households and other w
sers, consumer groups, government ministries,
nd professional associations, education and tra
stablishments and so on. All of these actors contr

n some form or another to the operation of the reg
y which water reaches the taps of households
rms. As such, all may be considered, to some ex
o constitute ‘members’ of the water supply regime

It is clear from this example that regime me
ership is neither homogenous nor clearly boun
any members are also actors in regimes other
ater supply. In the specific context of water, so

egime members are more tightly interdependent
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influential than others. That is, the exercise of their
agency in maintaining and reproducing regime func-
tions is moreintensive than others, and their interests
and objectives tend to have a greater bearing on the
direction taken by the regime. Clearly, water utility
companies are key actors in the practical functioning
and evolution of the water regime. They operate the
critical infrastructures and make key investment deci-
sions. Households might also appear to be intensively
involved, in the sense that practices at household level
create the daily demand for water. Households are also
the primary source of revenue for water supply com-
panies. But household involvement is relatively less
intensive. Households are ‘price takers’, rarely engaged
directly in shaping the rules and operation of the water
supply regime. Their influence is most evident in the
guise of aggregate demand projections, constructed
by the water companies and regulators in managing
the regime and planning change. Government agencies
play a formative role in the operation and development
of the water regime by setting standards and proce-
dures for planning, safety, quality and pricing. They
can therefore be seen as more directly involved in con-
stituting the regime than households. In this way, it
is clear how institutions and their inter-relationships
reflect and reinforce the exercise of agency in any par-
ticular regime, and how agency is linked to regime
membership.

One way to delineate boundaries for regime mem-
bership is to analyse the degree to which different actors
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for instance, householders must somehow be persuaded
(or coerced) to reduce the demands they place upon the
existing water system. Even if core regime members
were able to, for example, introduce more decentralised
and active forms of water management (e.g. rainwater
harvesting, grey water recycling, on-site treatment and
conservation measures), the success of this transfor-
mation depends upon its accommodation and use by
householders. This kind of inertia represents a wholly
different kind of power relation. Under such circum-
stances, influence and control does not arise through the
possession of resources or legitimate authority (power
as a property possessed by certain actors). Instead,
those resources have to be brought into play against the
power relations that pervade the regime, conditioning
the structures of demand, use and supply. In a similar
vein, material infrastructures constitute a set of power
relations that must be countered if radical transforma-
tions are to be achieved. Coalitions of actors seeking
change have to devise strategies, tactics and initiatives
to disrupt these relations.

Recognition of the structured nature of these
relationships highlights the arena within which the
strategic exercise of agency is played out. The role
of strategic competition among core members of a
regime, and between core and peripheral members, is
vividly illustrated in the field of public health. Here,
governments are dependent on the pharmaceutical
and biomedical industries as key components in the
incumbent socio-technical regime. These industries
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articipate in carrying out functions reproducing
egime. We see that regime membership is a rel
otion and can be independent of the frequenc
conomic and other transactions. Those actors
ontribute intensively to reproducing the regime w
e core members of the regime. Actors whose invo
ent is less intensive will be peripheral members o

egime. Although several members may be neces
o the proper functioning of the regime, none alon
ufficient. The crucial determining factor in the eff
ive operation and development of the regime lies
imply in the agency of individual core members,
n the norms and procedures governing their struct
elationships and interdependencies.

Complicating matters is the way that non-c
embers, whilst less intensively involved, never

ess present a high degree of inertia to change (Hand
t al., 2003). To realise a more sustainable water regi
re in turn dependent on government for license
arket products and services and, in some coun

ike the UK, also as a major purchaser. The opera
nd development of this regime, depends on the e

ive interplay of these interdependencies. Strat
ames emerge around issues, such as the prioritis
f different public health objectives, the allocat
f resources to contending research and develop
ptions, and the regulation of associated safety is
ricing structures and intellectual property rights.
evelopment of the regime as a whole is played

hrough active contention, sometimes highly ad
arial, between core regime members like governm
epartments and industry associations. The influ
f others, such as regulators, patient groups

he medical profession in this highly charged ar
epends on the intensity of their engagement in
egime.
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4.3. The distribution and interdependency of
resources

According to our typology, adaptive capacity will
involve the use of resources to respond to identified
pressures for change. Of course, one major group of
resources concerns control over financial revenues or
capital stocks. Others include the ability to control
material artefacts, such as hardware and infrastruc-
tures, or the production of salient knowledge, through
research and marketing. Expertise of various kinds can
be an important ingredient not only in the successful
planning of particular system innovations, but also as
a resource in influencing the substance and direction
of such transformation. In this regard, a further type of
resource is embodied in the command of legitimacy,
credibility or other recognised sources of authority in
making demands upon the behaviour of others. Exam-
ples here might include a competence in developing
or passing legislation, or in implementing regulations.
The point here is that the nature and orientation of
regime transformations may often be better understood
in terms of differential patterns of access and control
in the marshalling of resources required for adapta-
tion, rather than in terms of transcendent imperatives
or functional roles.

Adaptive capacity is a relative concept, being scaled
in relation to selection pressures. While operating on
regimes continuously, these may be inconstant and
even unstable. Indeed, to complete the recursive circle,
s ed by
t ime.
A rent
r r of
a titu-
t rpin
t r of
a rans-
f

ued
t ly to
c ether
i ssary
f he
s ime.
T sfor-
m cy
o dif-

ferent actors. Access to or denial of these resources
can be one mechanism for exercise of power relations
in regime transformation. Resource distribution conse-
quently represents one source of unequal power both
in regimes and in coalitions for change.

4.4. Visions and expectations

The transition management literature places signifi-
cant emphasis on the role of ‘guiding visions’ (Rotmans
and Kemp, 2001; Berkhout et al., 2004), and it is clear
that codified representations of technological expec-
tations play a vital role in framing socio-technical
problems, as well as motivating actors to seek to solve
them (Brown et al., 2000). Even in transition contexts
where end-points are highly contested or only partially
understood, ideas about what might (or ought to) be are
essential to envisioning the possibility, let alone moti-
vating the pursuit, of change.

Visions about future system innovations play a num-
ber of important functions:

1. Mapping a ‘possibility space’: Visions identify a
realm of plausible alternatives for conceiving of
socio-technical functions and for the means of pro-
viding for them.

2. A heuristic: Visions act as problem-defining tools
by pointing to the technical, institutional and
behavioural problems that need to be resolved.

3. A stable frame for target-setting and monitoring
o-

nce

4
g),

ities

5
is
ut-

nd
s t and
t ees
o ons
a nds.
B ’ in
p

election pressures may themselves be constitut
he responses that emerge to them within the reg
s selection pressures shift, so the value of diffe

esource configurations, and therefore the powe
gents, also shifts. This is what happens in the ins

ional and market transformations that often unde
ransitions, the distribution of transformative powe
gents, changes in respect of (and feeds into) the t

ormation processes.
In our discussion of regime membership, we arg

hat no actors have sufficient resources unilateral
ontrol a regime. Regime members are bound tog
n relationships of resource interdependency nece
or the functioning and reproduction of the regime. T
ame is true for any attempt to transform the reg
he resources needed to bring about a given tran
ation (including technology, knowledge, legitima
r finance) will be distributed unevenly amongst
progress: Visions stabilise technical and other inn
vative activity by serving as a common refere
point for actors collaborating on its realisation.

. A metaphor for building actor-networks: Visions
specify relevant actors (including and excludin
acting as symbols that bind together commun
of interest and of practice.

. A narrative for focusing capital and other
resources: Visions become an emblem that
employed in the marshalling of resources from o
side an incipient regime’s core membership.

Different core members will have different ideas a
hared narratives bearing on regime developmen
echnology appraisal. They will exert varying degr
f influence on the construction of these guiding visi
nd deploy their resources strategically to those e
y analogy with the idea of ‘appreciative systems
olicy analysis (Marsh and Rhodes, 1992), strategic
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interactions reflecting the agency of individual actors
(rather than the regime as a whole) can exercise a cru-
cial conditioning influence on these visions.

Storylines codifying visions and expectations are
important for the enrolment of different actors into
coalitions for change. Such storylines are renegotiated
and reshaped for specific audiences and by specific cir-
cumstances. The process of transformation itself can
force revisions to a vision. Indeed, the original vision
may be relatively vague and incoherent: simply an
orientation or framing of the problem, around which
coalitions can begin to form. It is the process of sys-
tem innovation that can give it shape and solidity in
terms of an envisaged configuration of artefacts and
practices that work in a desired way and deliver certain
expectations.

The degree of interpretative flexibility in storylines,
and their adaptability to circumstances, can influence
the cohesiveness and robustness of the coalition organ-
ised through it. A degree of flexibility over the inter-
pretation of a vision can widen its relevance to more
actors. However, too much flexibility can introduce
interpretive instability and harm the robustness of the
vision. Clearly, some visions and expectations will
garner greater credibility and legitimacy than others.
Credibility and support can derive from the influence
and standing of the interests that constitute the vision
(i.e. the membership of its supportive coalition). Or
credibility may derive from the intrinsic validity and
appeal of the vision itself, and the emergence of a belief
a f its
t
w ound
w ise,
b is
p

ist,
o ulti-
n s of
m by,
s ack
r di-
b ec-
t ense
r omi-
n er-
s the
e rds,

the kinds of supporter enrolled in a coalition can be a
source of credibility, depending upon who is doing the
backing and who is assessing its credibility. Visions
contain implicit (or explicit) ideological assumptions
(e.g. over the way problems are framed), and these will
colour their attractiveness to different audiences.

At times, when the normal functioning of the
regime is under extreme stress, peripheral members
or outsider actors may be able to intervene. Stress
can place under doubt long-established expectations
about regime functioning, and consequently provide
space for alternative visions and expectations about
how a regimeought to satisfy the relevant human
needs. Under such circumstances, criticisms of regime
effectiveness or function appear more reasonable,
and debate can be fruitfully opened up. At other
times, when regimes are not under such stress, such
opening up is more difficult. Sometimes, however, the
intensity, salience and articulation of pressures (e.g.
declining profitability of current practices or growing
public alarm at social or environmental consequences)
induce stress in the regime and open windows of
opportunity for non-members of the regime to inter-
vene. The circumstances in which this can happen
are more atypical and problematic than is sometimes
implied.

5. Summary and conclusions

the
g cus
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e arly
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ated
a tion
mong separate constituencies that a vision is ‘o
ime’. Crucially, it is not a feature of thevision itself
hether it becomes recognised as an image ar
hich agents with effective power choose to organ
ut on the cultural and political context in which it
ropounded.

A vision backed by an influential venture capital
r a key government department, or a large m
ational corporation, might have greater chance
aterial support than a radical vision put forward

ay, an environmental group. Alternatively, the tr
ecord of those backing a vision might taint its cre
ility. Visions transparently promoted to achieve s

ional interests may not succeed in arenas where d
esource interdependencies exist. Even where a d
ant single interest exists, there will be a risk of ‘ov
tretch’ if a vision runs counter to the zeitgeist, or
xperience of too many other agents. In other wo
Established approaches to policy analysis for
overnance of socio-technical transitions tend to fo
n a potent, but particular, notion of system inno

ion. Understandably for a relatively new field, the
ange of divergent contexts, motivations and orie
ions for governance interventions in socio-techn
egimes tend to be treated in a relatively undiffe
iated and uncritical fashion. Perhaps in the inter
f delivering a clear practical message, the busine
olicy making tends to be seen as one of coordina

he consensual introduction of elements that are
vidently required for the smooth operation of a cle
ore sustainable innovation system. Socio-tech

egimes themselves tend to be understood in term
etworks of actors and institutions clustered around

ulfilment of social and economic functions.
These prevailing understandings are sophistic

nd fruitful, but there is scope for greater atten
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to different contexts and conditions for regime trans-
formation. Questions may be raised over the role of
agency in the construction and closure around diver-
gent concepts of ‘sustainability’ and ‘sustainable tech-
nology’. Useful distinctions might be made between
the different resources and modes of coordination that
constitute the varying adaptive capacities of different
regimes. Understandings of regime membership might
be enhanced by considering the implications of unequal
distributions of power and agency on the part of differ-
ent actors. These are key questions, which the present
paper has sought to address. Developing earlier work,
the present paper focuses on issues of agency and
power. It has been argued that sustainable technology
transitions are better understood as changes mediated
by the resources, interests and expectations ofinstitu-
tionally embedded networks of actors. Regime mem-
bership rests on varying intensities of involvement of
different actors in the reproduction of regime functions.

Change might be sought by a specific coalition of
actors, but it will need to be carried through within net-
works of actors possessing the wherewithal to adapt
the incumbent regime or create alternatives. By ‘car-
ried through’ we mean that successful change will
require thecoordination of resources across diverse
interdependent actors. This will be built upon active
processes of support and/or passive processes of accep-
tance in order to generate sufficientconsent to put
change into practice. However, not everyone will agree
to change, dissent and resistance play an important role
i ge.
A ntri-
b up
s ite-
r yond
e e a
t uce
s

gh,
o aise
i end
o tors
i n be
s man-
a able
d e can
s tion
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task of governing sustainable technological transfor-
mations must distinguish the role of thearticulation of
selection pressures acting on the regime and the pro-
vision and coordination of resources foradaptation.
These two dimensions to the governance of regime
transformations form the key axes along which can be
plotted different transition contexts. We have put for-
ward the hypothesis that the processes and outcomes
of a regime transformation depend upon the transi-
tion context prevailing at any given time. Contexts
in which responses to selection pressures are highly
coordinated will go through a different process of
change compared to those situations where responses
are uncoordinated. Moreover, if the functions that con-
tribute to adaptive capacity are found predominantly
within the incumbent regime, then transformation will
differ from contexts in which such functions derive
primarily from beyond the regime membership. We
develop the concepts of ‘endogenous renewal’, ‘re-
orientation of trajectories’, ‘emergent transformation’
and ‘purposive transition’ as four ideal types of trans-
formation that unfold under these different transition
contexts.

Particular forms of transition, like the substantive
nature of the technological options themselves, may
be seen by different actors as producing desirable or
undesirable objectives. Such judgements will be made
in continuing processes of deliberation and negotia-
tion. The role of a heuristic scheme, such as the one
developed here lies in revealing the variety of struc-
t aced
a hape
p y lies
i out
t

A

ded
b Our
i nces
a nce
o er-
m tic-
i els,
K heir
w

n precipitating and modifying processes of chan
t times, such dissent can make a useful co
ution to the innovation of regimes by opening
earch directions and redefining the multiple cr
ia by which regime performance is assessed (be
conomic criteria). Regimes, by definition, hav

endency to exclude options and thereby introd
tability.

The legitimate authority to push change throu
r the resources available to build consent, to r

nformed dissent, or even to block change, will dep
n power relations across the networks of ac

nvolved in a regime. Governance processes ca
een as acting as an independent influence to ‘
ge’ or modulate regime transformation for sustain
evelopment. We have suggested how governanc
eek to influence or even guide regime transforma
n a number of ways. In particular, we argue that
ural choices with which governance debates are f
nd so help prompt provocative questions and s
ossible responses. The essence of sustainabilit

n the recognition of agency in social choices ab
echnological futures.
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